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I plan to upgrade my studio to Windows 7 in the next few weeks.n I now have N4 running successfully on my XP Pro system, as
well as N5. The latest version is fully translated from Alt Linux, and supports all the plugins I use, including the latest version of
Opera, and is automatically updated as I work.n I like that the N4 is very responsive to any action on the system. Once installed,
N4 can be used not only as an email reader, but also as an email client.n I've been using N5 for a year, after which I'm going to
switch to Linux.n When using N5, I feel like my Linux -the colony enjoys life.n Simple, fast N4, no significant changes in
system processes.n I felt like I was given another computer that works quickly and effortlessly.n N4 uses only its time and
effort, while Windows constantly requires voltage. I think NI (native interface) is very good for many users and I hope I can use
it later.n The problem with N4 is that it can only be used as a book and text viewer. It cannot be used as a full text editor. After
persistent testing, the N4 still doesn't meet my requirements for the number of features stated in the specification. What's more,
NI requires additional hardware to work with it. n It requires a different operating system to support it. n Perfectionists... Many
consider reading e-books to be a simple and boring activity. But it is not. Reading e-books is completely different from any
other activity. In the case of books, there is no way to turn the computer on and off, there is no way to check mail, there are no
programs to perform any operations. This greatly complicates the reading process. Best Book Choice Working with books using
the eReader program will not cause any difficulties for the reader. A person who is not experienced in this matter does not need
the eReading program to read an e-book. When using eRe reading to read e-books, the plug-ins installed in the system are used.
Each plugin has its own library where you can add e-books. Plugins usually keep track of a series of books, and if a book
matches, the plugin adds it to its library. I recommend using the Chender II Plugin, because
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